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New Features in Primavera Unifier 16.1






Primavera Unifier Mobile App for iOS
Project Controls Enhancements
FMRE enhancements
Usability enhancements
Analytics enhancements
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Primavera Unifier Mobile App for iOS

Primavera Unifier Mobile App for iOS
Primavera Unifier 16.1 marks the debut of the Unifier Mobile App for iOS devices.
The app offers both offline and online functionality.
Site supervisors can enter recommendations for site remediation, update work completed, and issues encountered in
the Daily Reports business process. Company executives can use the app for reviewing and approving cost
transactions, such as Budget Approvals, Contracts, and Change Orders. Data is synched with Unifier when the app is
connected to the network.
After installation and completion of settings, you can:






View/act on assigned tasks.
View business process logs in your projects.
Create new business process records.
Work offline.
Use the demo mode.

All business processes (type, sub-type, classification) that support Webservices integration can be enabled for the
mobile app. A new Enable for Mobile Application option is available in the Configuration, General tab of a business
process, after the integration interface has been defined in uDesigner. Although they can be enabled for the mobile
app, Payment Applications and Summary Payment Applications, which have special line item entry behavior, do not
support creation of line items in the app.) The mobile app configuration information is included in the configuration
bundle in a production bundle.
Since the solution uses the Unifier Webservices (REST APIs) technology, the mobile app does not support multiple
workflow setups. It requires selection of a workflow in the Auto Creation tab in business process setup, and selection
of assignees (assignees in workflow steps must be pre-assigned).
Images can be attached to a record in the mobile app if record-level attachments are enabled for the business process.
Note that the app supports only English language in this release
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Primavera Unifier Mobile App for iOS

Login and Navigation
If your Unifier environment is integrated with a user management system -- such as Oracle Identity Management
(OIM) / Oracle Access Management (OAM) systems -- toggle the Single Sign On switch to On, type in the Unifier
URL, and tap Sign In. Type your user credentials in the intermediate authentication window and tap Authenticate.
If the Unifier server is not integrated with a user management system, leave the Single Sign On field set to Off, type
in the URL, username and password, and then tap Sign In.
Also:




Tap Proceed to Demo to access the app without providing user credentials or server information.
Tap the (i) link to display version, build, and legal information.
Tap the (?) link for Unifier Mobile App Help.

After logging in, the Tasks log is displayed. Use the navigation menu icon to access other pages.
On first-time login after authentication, an auto-synchronization occurs between the device and Unifier server data.
This is the only time the sync happens automatically. On subsequent logins, you must manually trigger
synchronization.
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Feature flow in Unifier Mobile App
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Managing My Tasks
My Tasks is the landing page after login. It lists all tasks currently assigned to you, sorted by the last received date
with status displayed as Not Started or In Progress.
In online mode, tap the synchronize icon on the My Tasks page to sync data between the device and Unifier server.
Tasks and business process records from projects you have access to are downloaded to the device. Swipe down to
search for a task based on record number and title. In offline mode, the last saved task information is displayed.
On the selected tasks screen, you can:




Accept or decline a task.
Complete the form and route it to the next step.
Attach image files to the record.

In line item business process tasks:





Dots display immediately below the header, indicating the number of tabs associated with the record (9 dots
maximum, including 1 for the Main Form).
Swipe left to see tabs.
Line item list based on the design of that tab. The tab name is displayed above the line item list.
Tap + to add a new line items.

To access the feature: Sign in to the Unifier Mobile App. My Tasks is the landing page. Tap any task to display the
form.
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Creating Business Process Records
The Business Processes page lists all workflow and non-workflow business processes that are enabled for mobile app
and set up in the project.
To create a business process record:




Tap a project.
Tap a business process to access its log.
Tap + to create a new business process record.

Updates occur immediately when online. You can still manually sync data if you have network connection but have
chosen to work offline. If working offline without network connection, data is saved on the device. The next time you
are online and trigger an explicit sync, the Unifier server is updated with the record information.

To access this feature: In the Unifier Mobile App, navigate to Projects, Business Process and then select a business
process you have access to.
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Project Controls Enhancements
Project Controls configurations in Primavera Unifier 16.1 are expanded to support the business needs of contractors.
Two preconfigured project templates are available that can be used to create owner- and contractor-controlled
projects. Shell hierarchy continues to remain at two levels with All Projects at the root level and Projects below. In
contractor-controlled projects, contractors can initiate and monitor transactions, collaborating with owners on one side
and sub-contractors on the other. This allows the contractor to track and manage inbound cash flows (i.e. revenue), as
well as the outbound cash flows (i.e. costs).

Use Contractor or Owner project templates to create Projects instances.
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Project Controls Enhancements
The User Mode Navigator in projects has been designed with preconfigured modules. A suite of preconfigured
business processes is provided for tasks in each module, and the capability to monitor projects on a daily basis. In
addition, groups, reports (custom and user-defined), management tracking sheets, and a Project Controls dashboard
are provided. Note that Unifier still allows customization based on specific business needs.
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Project Controls Enhancements
The table below outlines the objects available in the two project type modules:
Module
Task Manager
Information
Financial
Transactions

Change
Management
Financial
Reporting
Project Design

Submittal
Manager
RFI Manager

Drawing
Management
Schedule
Manager
Communication
& Followup
Ongoing
Reporting
Project
Closeout
Reports
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Contractor Project
 Tasks Drafts
 Project Information (located in General)
AreasSpecification Sections
o EstimatesBu dget: Budget
ItemsBudget Items –
SOVPayment Applications to
Owner CommitmentsRequests for
BidContractsNotices to
ProceedContracts –
SOVPayment ApplicationsWork
ReleasesPurchase Orders:
Purchase OrdersPO
AmendmentsInvoicesGeneral
SpendsPayment and Journal
Entries: Payments from
OwnerPaymentsJournal
EntriesRisks & Issues
 Potential ChangesChange OrdersBudget
Change Orders
 Cash Flow Cost Sheet


Design Change RequestsDesign Reviews

 Submittal PackagesSubmittalsSubmittal
RevisionsHidden BPsSubmittal Revision
Creator
o Requests for Information (RFI)
Subcontractor Requests for
InformationRequests for
SubstitutionHidden
BPsSubcontractor Requests for
Information CreatorRequests for
Information Creator
 D rawing SetsDrawingsDrawing Revisions

Owner Project
 Tasks Drafts
 Project Information (located in General)
AreasSpecification Sections
o EstimatesFun ding Fund
AppropriationsBudget: Initial
BudgetBudget ChangesBudget
TransfersCommitmentsRequests
for BidContractsNotices to
ProceedContracts – SOVPotential
Change OrdersPayment
ApplicationsWork
ReleasesPurchase Orders:
Purchase OrdersPO
AmendmentsInvoicesGeneral
SpendsPayment and Journal
Entries: PaymentsJournal
EntriesRisks & Issues
 Cha nge Orders


Cash Flow Cost SheetFunding Sheet

 Archite ct/Engineer Daily
ObservationsArchitect’s Supplemental
InstructionsDesign Change
RequestsDesign Reviews
 Submittal PackagesSubmittalsSubmittal
Revisions


D

Requests for InformationRequests for
Substitution

rawing SetsDrawingsDrawing Revisions

 Cu stom CalendarsSchedule
SheetsActivity SheetP6 Summary Sheets
 Action ItemsMeeting MinutesTransmittals

 Cu stom CalendarsSchedule
SheetsActivity SheetP6 Summary Sheets
 Action ItemsMeeting MinutesTransmittals

Daily ReportsIncident ReportsMonthly
Updates
 Lessons LearnedProject CloseoutPunch
ListsWarranties
 User-Defined AuditContract
SummaryContract Summary with
ActualsCost ReportDaily ReportsDesign
ReviewsItems OverdueMonthly
UpdatesRFIsRisks and IssuesTasks Due
within 7 Days





Daily ReportsIncident ReportsMonthly
Updates
 Lessons LearnedProject CloseoutPunch
ListsWarranties
 User-Defined AuditContract
SummaryContract Summary with
ActualsCost ReportDaily ReportsDesign
ReviewsItems OverdueMonthly
UpdatesRisks and IssuesTasks Due within
7 Days

Project Controls Enhancements

Business Process Interactions
Enhanced Project Controls in Unifier 16.1 provides a suite of business processes with workflows that reflect the
interactive nature of real-world scenarios. For example, a Request for Information business process can invoke a chain
of change control-related business processes.
Contractor-controlled projects have several new business processes that enable the contractor to collaborate and
transact with the owner and subcontractors. Following are some illustrations of business process interactions:
Financial Transactions


Budget:

Contractor uses Budget Items to set up contracts with the owner.
Budget Items - SOV is created for every approved Budget Items record.
Contractor uses Payment Applications to Owner to invoice for work completed. All transactions
update the cost sheet and SOV.
 Commitments:
o Contractor uses Contracts and other business processes with subcontractors/vendors.
o Vendors with access to Unifier creates Payment Applications that reference contracts and submits to
contractor.
Change Management
 Other business processes -- for example, Requests for Information -- can initiate Potential Changes. Potential
Changes autocreates Change Orders, which goes to the designated person for consideration and decisionmaking, such as accept and wait for budget change request decision, initiate a Notice to Proceed, return for
revision, or close without further action.
 Budget Change Orders consolidate lines from budget change requests in Potential Changes. After owner
approval, cost sheet and Budget Items - SOV are updated.
Submittal Manager
 Contractor or owner determines the list of submittals that will be required by the project. For each, a submittal
record is created that include all related meta data, and will be used to track each submittal’s progress and
status. In addition, each submittal can be associated to a schedule activity for purposes of defining when the
work required to produce that submittal should begin, when it is expected to be received, as well as ultimately
capturing actual start and completion dates.
 Contractor or owner associates submittals to Submittal Package records for grouping purposes and to
facilitate their review as a complete set.
 Each Submittal record has one or more Submittal Revisions associated to it. Submittals Revision rev 1 is
autocreated and assigned to contractor, subcontractor or supplier for preparation and delivery so that it can be
reviewed and approved. Typically, if a Submittals is rejected, another Submittal Revision record (rev 2) is
created and the process is repeated until a revision record is approved. The latest Submittal Revision record
updates the Submittal record it is associated to with its progress. When a Submittal Revision is approved, the
related Submittal record is considered to be complete.
 Submittal Packages can ultimately be deemed to be complete, once all of the associated Submittals have been
received and approved.
Note: Cost Business processes (except Purchase Orders, PO Amendments) in both project types have been modified
to use the Summary Payment Application type of Schedule of Values in this release. Also, most business processes
have been modified to include activity pickers used in P6-Unifier integrated projects.
o
o
o
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To access this feature: Navigate to a contractor or owner project in user mode to use the suite of business

processes.
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Other Changes
Company groups: At the company level, the enhanced Project Controls includes the following preset company
groups:









All Project Coordinators
All Company Users
Company Administrators
Contract Coordinators
Project Request Reviewers
Support
Timesheet Reviewers
Vendor Coordinators

The groups have been assigned default permissions. Note that if you have also installed the Facilities Management
and Real Management (FMRE) applications, there will be additional company groups.
Project groups: Preset project level groups include:












All Project Users
Architect/Engineers
Customer

Discipline Leads
Document Controllers
Project Administrators
Project Coordinators
Project Manager
RFI Coordinators
Subcontractors

Submittal Coordinators

Project Master Data: The All Projects root shell displays a new node, Project Master Data in the Navigator. This
holds the logs for three business processes – Change Quote Decision, Submittal Revision Approval Codes, and
Submittal Revision Sequencer. Their records are used as conditional routing options in related data pickers in project
business process forms, for the purpose of quote decision in change management, approval code notification and
revision sequencing in submittal management. Note: Submittal coordinators and project administrators must create
these records at the All Projects level in order to use the options in related workflows.
Information in Project Navigator: The Information node in projects displays two additional business processes -Areas, and Specification Sections. Their records are used as data picker options for geographical locations or contract
specifications in projects. Note: Project coordinators must create the records in order for the options to be available at
runtime in related business process forms.
P6-Unifier integration: Projects based on contractor and owner project templates are enabled for P6-Unifier
integration. (Use P6 Project ID and Schedule Type data elements in project details.)
Using Project Controls: Project Controls has been designed and configured for immediate use. However, there are a
few actions you need to take to complete the setup, including:






Create projects using Contractor Project Template and/or Owner Project Template.
Add users to the company. Company Administrator is the only user available in Unifier.
Add users to company groups if they will participate in company-level activities.
Assign users to the projects.
Add users to project groups. Users assigned to groups inherit group permissions. However, if you want to
grant additional permissions or modify the existing set of permissions for a user, use the Edit Projects User
interface. You can also use the Access Control node to grant permissions to users to work in areas of the
application.
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Summary Payment Applications SOV Type Enhancements
Unifier 16.1 further enhances the Summary Payment Applications schedule of values that was provided 15.2:


Utilization of Summary Payment Applications SOV type in Project Controls: Summary line
items roll up costed line item values, which distribute the payment amounts across one or most cost
codes. Also, because of the tree structure in the SOV sheet, you can collapse the line items down to
the summary level, or expand the line items so that they display cost code details.



Support for integration: Additional XML tags for webservices enable cost allocation to line items using
create, add, update and get methods; CSV integration enables the creation of base and change commits (lump
sum or unit cost); modifying already committed lines; and payment applications of SPA SOV type. The
events -- changes to summary and costed line items -- are captured in the audit log at the record level.



BIP custom prints: Print cost allocation-related information for individual line items. Sample data
includes tags pertaining to cost allocation grid for base and change commits, and payment applications of
SPA SOV type.
Grid use in line item creation: Supports summary and costed line items -- the behavior differs in each





case. The grid displays fixed cost allocation columns followed by custom fields in the detail form. Action
menu options are available for each row to insert one or multiple line items (summary), costed line items, add
remaining, copy, paste and remove. Change commits grid supports an additional Action menu option -Modify Committed Line Item.
Auto-creation in base and change commits: Supports record and line item autocreation plus cost
allocation. Results vary from case to case – for example, autocreation of SPA record from another SPA
record; SPA record from generic cost BP record, etc.

To access this feature: Custom print: Navigate to Custom Prints and Reports in Company Workspace,
Administration mode. Grid: In any cost business process of SPA SOV type, click Grid in the lower form.
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FMRE
Unifier 16.1 includes enhancements to Space Manager and Preventive Maintenance modules that are part of the
Facilities Management and Real Estate Management (FMRE) application.
This section presents an overview of enhancements in
Space Manager:




Query-based tabs on space records
Space and level QBTs on business process records
Space Manager levels UI changes

Preventive Maintenance:


Pushing changes from PM Book Templates
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Pushing Changes from PM Book Templates
Unifier 16.1 enables you to push changes from a PM Book template to all or selected PM Books that were created
using this template. For example, push change in frequency of maintenance documented in PM Books or additional
maintenance items from PM Book Templates.
Typically, an Asset business process autocreates a PM Book after picking a PM Book Template. The Asset is itself
generated from an Asset Template. In previous versions, when changes were made to the PM Book Template (or
Asset Template), there was no way to push these changes to the PM Books generated from the PM Book Template (or
via the Asset business process). Customers had to manually update the records, which led to errors.
Unifier Administration Mode
 A new node, Business Process Updates, has been introduced in the Administration Mode Navigator of
Company Workspace and shells. This is where updates from PM Book Template can be made to the PM
Book records.
 The toolbar options of the log allow you to create new update requests from PM Book Template records,
cancel a request, or open an existing request.
 New set of Administration Mode Access permissions has been introduced for the Business Process Updates
Log.
 Updates from PM Book Template:
o Impact PM Books generated from that template
o Can be real time or scheduled updates
o Modify all or selected PM Books -- use the option to exclude PM Book records from updates.
o Select upper form fields
o Select rows from tabs
o Select fields from tabs
o Add new rows in tabs (Time based tabs only)
o Note: In order to update line items of PM Books, they must reference line items of PM Book
Templates.
 This capability is not available in project templates.
uDesigner
 A new data element, uuu_no_upd (Prevent Business Process Updates?) can be placed in the upper forms of
Asset, PM Book and PM Book template. If autocreation has been defined from an Asset source -- a PM Book
template to a destination PM Book, then this field value is copied over at runtime.
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To access this feature:



Company level PM Book Templates and PM Books: Navigate to Company Workspace tab,
Administration Mode. Then, Name
Project level PM Book Templates and PM Books: Navigate to the project tab, Administration Mode.
Then, in the Navigator, select Business Process Updates under Setup.
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Query-Based Tabs on Space Records
Unifier 16.1 extends support for query-based tabs (QBTs) functionality -- currently seen in line item and cost business
processes -- to Space Manager records. The enhancement enables the creation of QBTs to view, summarize, and
report on occupants, equipment, assets, and work orders in a space.
The implementation requires the placement of a space picker (uuu_phy_space_picker) on the source business process
upper form to link the space record to the business process. A maximum of 8 QBTs are allowed in uDesigner.
Summary elements (Average, Count, Total, Maximum and Minimum) can be placed on the detail form of the space
type. Note: Item Logs node is not available for space QBTs.
After a space type with QBTs is deployed from uDesigner, the functionality is available in User mode on the space
record of that type. In User mode, use Create, Copy, and Find features in the tab. The enhancement supports custom
prints, custom reports, and UDRs (summary elements information).

To access this feature:
 In uDesigner, navigate to a space type in Space Manager. Click Query Items to access Query Tabs and
Summary Elements.
 In User Mode, navigate to Space Manager in a project. Open any space record to display the QBTs, if
designed.
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Space and Level QBTs on Business Process Records
In Unifier 16.1, line item and cost business processes now support query-based tabs for level and space objects from
Space Manager. For example, the Employees business process can have Floors and Spaces QBTs to show their
physical location. Similarly, Lease business process can display tabs for a list of floors and spaces to manage their
leases.
The method for defining space and level query tabs is the same as for business process query tabs. Labels and names
of dialogs have changed to cater to this enhancement. For example, the dialog is now named Select Business
Process/Attribute. The label in the Reference BP field is now Reference BP/Attribute.
Space and level QBTs support the definition of summary elements of all type -- Average, Count, Total, Maximum and
Minimum. They can then be placed in the upper form of parent business processes.
After space and level QBTs are defined, they are automatically available in Item Logs where they can be renamed and
have queries defined to filter display of their records at runtime.
Unlike business process QBTs, you cannot create new space or level records within QBTs in User mode. You can
copy or edit records displayed in the tabs. In company-level business processes, space/level QBTs have only the Find
functionality. New and Copy are not available.
HTML Print, and Custom Print are available to print space and level QBTs. Custom reports and UDRs can be used to
report on summary element values.
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FMRE

To access this feature:
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In uDesigner, navigate to a line item/cost type business process in Business Processes. Click Query Items to
access Query Tabs and Summary Elements. Use Item Logs to rename and define queries in the space/level
QBTs.
In User Mode, navigate to a business process log in a project or company workspace, which has the
space/level QBTs defined. Open any record to view and use the QBTs and summary elements.

FMRE

Space Manager Levels UI Changes
In Unifier 16.1, the landing page of a level record has been enhanced. When you open a level record from the levels
log, the level details page opens. The first column displays an icon to indicate if a level drawing file has been
uploaded. The landing page in earlier Unifier versions displayed the level drawing on the upper section and a mini-log
below, which displayed its related spaces. The level drawing did not display optimal quality.
Click Spaces on the details toolbar to view the related spaces of the level record.
Click View on Drawing to open the associated level drawing file. This uses a supported version of DWF viewer /
Autodesk Design Review that allows you to view polylines for a space in the space grid. View the drawing file from
the Attachments window using AutoVue to comment or mark up. Both are existing functionality.
Note that Spaces and View on Drawing functions are also available on the Levels log toolbar to view related spaces
and drawings for a selected level record in the log.
Also note that options that were available in the mini-log and relevant to the drawing file -- Bulk Edit, Fill by, and
Text by -- have been removed.

To view this feature: In User mode, navigate to the Levels log in Space Manager in a project. View the

enhanced log. Also, open any level record to view the details page and its functions.
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Usability

Usability
Unifier 16.1 addresses several usability issues for improved user experience and greater security, including:
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User interface enhancements
Assigning multiple proxies
Viewing attachments from the Tasks Log
Viewing workflow progress/history from the Tasks Log
Viewing workflow progress/history in the Action Form
Navigating to Projects from the Tasks Log in the Home Tab
Cost Sheet split enhancements
File upload enhancements
AutoVue 3D support

Usability

User Interface Enhancements
The Unifier 16.1 interface has been modified to maintain consistency with other Primavera products. After signing in,
note changes in color scheme, user preference options, location of login date and time information, navigation bar,
and the Navigator.
Also, Unifier 16.1 launches within the same browser window instead of a pop-up. It also facilitates multiple logins in
different tabs of the browser if you are have registry in multiple Primavera environments. For example, if sessions
already exists, you can now link to Unifier from Analytics without being asked for login credentials.

To access this feature: Log in to Unifier 16.1 using any browser.
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Assigning Multiple Proxies
Unifier 16.1 enables multiple proxies to act on your behalf in different functional areas of the application. In previous
versions, a Unifier user could have only one proxy user.
In the Proxy tab click a new button, Proxy Login History, to display proxy login session details. In prior versions
there was no way to know the login history of a user and the identity of the proxy user who logged in on the user’s
behalf.
The Proxy Login button in the Users I can act as their Proxy section has been removed since proxy login is already
available as a user option.
In addition, a system usage report is available for administrators to view proxy login information, including customer
support login sessions for all company users over time. Date fields honor the logged-in user preferences for date and
time formats.

To access this feature: Access User Preferences from the username list on the top right corner of the Unifier
page. Click the Proxy tab. Administrators can access Edit User in the Company Workspace tab,
Administration Mode, User Administration, Company Users.
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Tasks Log Enhancements
The Tasks Log of the Home tab, Company Workspace, and projects in Unifier 16.1 enables you to view record-level
attachments of a business process record and its workflow progress/history from the log without opening the record.
Moreover, you can now navigate to source projects directly from the Tasks Log in the Home tab by clicking the
source name hyperlink.
In prior versions, it was not possible to determine if a business process record has attachments or its workflow
progress without opening the record. Also, there was no way to navigate to the source project from the Tasks log in
the Home tab.

To access this feature:



Navigate to the Tasks log in the Home tab, Company Workspace or any project to view attachments,
if any, or the workflow progress of any business process task record.
Navigate to the Tasks log in the Home tab to access source projects of any task.
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Viewing Workflow Progress in Action Forms
In Unifier 16.1, the Action Details section of a workflow business process form has a new link, Workflow Progress.
Click it to open the Workflow Progress window like the one in the Tasks Log of the Home tab. The View form also
displays the same link in addition to the Task Status link, which remains unchanged.
In previous Unifier versions, workflow progress could not be accessed in Edit mode (Action form) of a workflow
step; it could be accessed only in View mode.

To access this feature: Navigate to Tasks log or a business process log. Open any record to view the link in
View or Edit (Action) mode.
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Cost Sheet Split Enhancement
In split mode, the Unifier 16.1 cost sheet displays cost code (WBS Code) and code name (WBS Item) columns only
on the left side, while the right side displays columns that follow the code name column.
In prior versions, the split bar was positioned in the center of the page, requiring you to manually adjust the split bar
and scroll bars to obtain an optimal view of both sides.

Split bar is positioned to display WBS Code, WBS Item on left and WBS-related columns on right.
To access this feature: Navigate to Financial Reporting node (Cost Manager) in User mode of any project. Select and
open the project cost sheet. Click Split in the toolbar, if you have not already selected split mode as the default view in
cost sheet properties.
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File Upload Enhancements
In Primavera Unifier 16.1, a single file upload interface replaces the existing basic, intermediate, and advanced
methods. Java applets currently used in intermediate and advanced file transfer methods have been removed. The
improved and simplified interface (enhanced with HTML5 functionality) supports drag and drop for files (and folders
in Chrome only) and other features available in the earlier transfer methods.
The enhancements provide greater security than the use of Java applets in the previous file transfer methods.
Impacted areas:
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File transfer options in User Preferences, Options tab have been removed.
File transfer options in User Preference Templates, Preferences tab have also been removed.
The FTA plug-in required for Advanced File Transfer Option and its installation instructions have been
removed from Help, Support, Download tab.
In single file upload areas in User and Administration Modes -- for example, CSV import to create records,
uploading shell image in shell details, etc. -- the intermittent File Upload window has been removed. The file
selection window now opens directly. Note that there is no drag-and-drop support here.
In modules of Unifier that support multiple file upload, the Upload Files window displays several
enhancements. For example:
o A new column, File Size.
o A new progress bar that gives the total count of files and total file size during upload.
o An Actions menu for each row with options to delete and create folders
o File type icons before the file names
o For drawing files, it displays missing reference files and status, and an Actions menu Browse option
to locate missing files.
o Folders can be downloaded as zip files.
o A zip file (Files.zip) is created when multiple files are downloaded.
Changes to Space Manager with an enhanced import feature. The upload window now uploads both drawing
files along with related .unf files (data files created by uCAD desktop application, when drawing files are
setup with uCAD connection). Downloading drawing files also downloads the related .unf files, all contained
in a single zip file.

Changes to the Repository tab in Unifier Configurator. Two additional fields support blocking of
undesirable file extensions and to specify the maximum size per file for upload respectively.

Usability

Enhanced file upload window displays file-type icons and file size for files to be uploaded.
To access this feature:




Navigate to Document Manager in Unifier at company or project level. Upload or download files (and
folders, if using Chrome browser).
Navigate to Tasks or any business process log. Attach files to business process forms and/or line items.
Navigate to Space Manager and use the Import functionality to upload drawing files and update levels and
spaces.
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AutoVue Enhancements
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Unifier 16.1 now supports AutoVue 3D to view BIM files. Prior versions only supported AutoVue 2D to view
and markup documents.
The enhancement also addresses the usability issue of caching and generation of streaming files, which are
essential in working with 3D/BIM models.
The release includes an enhanced Save Markup File As dialog. In previous versions, the dialog displayed a
Markup Type dropdown field that had only one option, Markup. Since this is redundant, the field has been
removed.

Usability

To access this feature: Navigate to Document Manager and open any large file -- for example, a drawing file.
If you don't have the native application on your computer and have selected Unifier Viewer as the default
viewer in User Preferences, the system invokes AutoVue to open the file.
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Analytics
Unifier 16.1 extends Primavera Analytics support to the Space Manager module, which is part of Facilities
Management and Real Estate Management (FMRE) application that was released as part of 15.2.2.
In this release, Primavera Analytics also supports company-level business processes, associations between business
processes, and additional custom attributes in existing Business Processes, Cash Flow, Cost Sheet, and Shells
modules. Also, action links for business processes in OBI have been enhanced to take users to the actual records
instead of the business process log.
This section presents an overview of the enhancements.
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Space Manager
Primavera Unifier 16.1 supports Space Manager, a component of FMRE, in Primavera Analytics.
The Analytics log in Unifier displays a new Analytics - Space Manager module to map fields between Unifier and
Primavera Analytics. Facts and dimensions are system- and custom-defined.

To access this feature: In Company Workspace, Administration Mode, navigate to Analytics. Open Space

Manager.
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Business Processes
Enhancements for the Business Processes module in Analytics include:






Support for company-level business processes: Business Processes tab now displays both company- and
project-level business processes. Prior to this release, only project-level business processes were available for
analysis and reporting.
Support for Summary Payment Application (SPA) SOV type business processes: Cost allocation line
item details (e.g., cost code, short description, etc.) can be passed to Analytics for reporting. Summary line
fields must be mapped to cost allocation line fields. If there are fields that are common to both summary and
cost allocation lines, the latter will be retained. SPA business processes type were introduced in Unifier 15.2.
Additional custom attributes: Additional custom attributes (string, date, and numeric) can be set for
dimensions and facts. The number of user-defined attributes now supported are:
o String: Main Form (60) and Line Items (40)
o Date: Main Form (40) and Line Items (20)
o Numeric: Main Form (40) and Line Items (20)

Association between parent and child business processes: There is no UI component for this feature; Primavera
Analytics retrieves references that exist between business processes via BP pickers or BP data pickers, regardless of
their location on the forms (upper or detail). The associated business processes must be added to the setup for OBI
analyses. For example, add contracts and referencing change orders/invoices to report on them.

To access this feature: In Company Workspace, Administration Mode, navigate to Analytics. Open Business

Processes.
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Additional Custom Attributes
In Unifier 16.1, the Cost Sheet setup module in Analytics has 10 additional columns under the User Defined Columns
section in the Data Mapping tab, bringing the total number of user-defined columns to 20.
The Cash Flow module has a new section, User Defined Curves, in the Data Mapping tab. There are now 10 userdefined curves in this section, which includes the previous five and an additional five curves.

To access this feature: In Company Workspace, Administration Mode, navigate to Analytics. Open Cost
Sheet / Cash Flow to view the additional custom attributes in the Data Mapping tab.
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Enhanced Action Links
In Primavera Analytics, click a business process action link to launch the Unifier and open the business process record
to view record details. In prior versions, the OBI link to a BP Record launched the business process log and not the
actual record, requiring you to search for the record in the log to view record details.
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Custom Prints and Reports
Recent Primavera Unifier releases enabled the use of Business Intelligence Publisher server to end users. In Unifier
10, report designers could create and run reports directly in the BIP server. In Unifier 15.1, customers could create
custom print templates for design objects.
Unifier 16.1 provides enhanced usability:



Design reports in the BIP server and run them in Unifier using Web services.
Use custom prints for email notification attachments in business processes.
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Run BIP Reports Directly from Unifier
In Unifier 16.1, use BIP Web services to enable reports designed in BIP server to run in Unifier. In previous versions
of Unifier, custom reports were created and run in the BIP server.
Administration Mode enhancements: Configuration, Custom Prints and Reports log are enhanced to support
external reports.






Toolbar option called Synchronize External Reports is available in order to synchronize BIP server and
Unifier.
A new Status option, Invalid, is provided. It is applicable only to external reports, when a report previously
imported into Unifier no longer exists in the BIP server. Invalid reports can be deleted from the log.
A new column, Status, displays report status -- Draft, Published or Invalid.
A new column, Location, displays the path of the report in the BIP server, relative to the path specified in
Unifier Configurator. The location plays a role when there are two reports with the same name.
Internal BIP reports designed in Unifier have report IDs prefixed with uuu (Example: uuu_27). External
reports designer in OBI have the prefix uuu_ext. (Example: uuu_ext_53). This is the key factor which
distinguishes internal reports from external reports.

Use Synchronize External Reports to establish a link between BIP server and Unifier.
User Mode enhancements:
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External reports displayed as a flat list along with internal reports under Reports, Custom node in the
Navigator.
The external reports log is different than the log for internal reports. It displays three columns -- Report
Name, Default Template and Default Format. Values are populated from BI Publisher.

Custom Prints and Reports





When external reports are run in User mode, calls are made to the BIP server. The report output is based on
the latest design of the report in BIP server. If there are any changes to the report design they are reflected
when reports are run. Unifier does not store the report-related content.
Since BI server supports wildcard characters like *, <, >, %, etc., in report data models, you can use them
during report execution in Unifier.
Schedule to run reports on a set frequency set by the Schedule feature in BI Publisher.

Unifier Configurator changes:



A new field, BIP External Report Folder, is included in the Report tab of Unifier Configurator to specify the
folder path for external reports.
This folder path can be the same as the folder path for Internal Reports. This means that the folder path can
contain both external and internal reports.

To access this feature:



Navigate to Company Workspace, Administration Mode. In the Navigator, click Configuration,
Custom Prints and Reports.
Navigate to any project in User Mode. In the Navigator, click Reports, Custom.
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BIP Custom Print in Email Notification Attachments
Unifier 16.1 extends the use of OBIE BI technology to create custom print templates for email notifications in
business processes. This capability was not available in prior versions, requiring customers to use Adobe Life Cycle.
The new feature enables customers who already use BI server for custom reports to also define BIP custom prints for
business process email notifications.
BIP custom print templates for both internal and external data models are now available for email notifications while
setting up any business process. This is applicable to all setups done in Company Workspace, project/shell templates
and project/shell instances for workflow and non-workflow business processes:



In a workflow business process setup, custom print templates of that business process that have been
published to the BI server are available for record and steps.
In a non-workflow business process, the BIP custom print templates are available for the default record
format and email notification in the General and Notification tabs, respectively, of the general setup.

Supported template types of custom print templates include RTF, PDF, eText and Excel. When a selection is made in
the general or in the step configuration, the default template selected in the template file will be sent out for email
notifications.
Note: If a business process tagged for Production has a custom print selected, and if the custom print is not tagged,
Unifier generates an alert to tag the custom print for Production.

To access this feature: In Administration Mode of a project (or Company Workspace), navigate to Setup,
Business Processes. Open a business process to select the custom print templates.
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P6 Summary Sheets in Cash Flow Templates
Cash flow templates in shell templates are enhanced in Unifier 16.1 to allow selection of P6 sources and associated
data types. This cash flow enhancement applies to P6-Unifier projects. After curves are defined, cash flow templates
can be used to push the settings to P6-Unifier integrated projects and update them. At runtime, cash flow can then
retrieve the corresponding summary sheet data information to render the curves in these projects.
The new feature provides additional options in the Distribution and Schedule sections of Baseline and Forecast curve
definition windows to select a P6 source and its associated data (or date) types. Note that cash flow templates display
all options since schedule type cannot be selected in templates. The rendering of the options at runtime, however, is
controlled by the schedule type populated for that shell instance.
Cash flow curve properties existing in the shell template are copied over when the shell template is used to create new
shell instances (projects). The P6 source used in the cash flow template is used as the reference to retrieve summary
sheet data information.

To access this feature: In a WBS shell template, navigate to Cost Manager, Cash Flow to define baseline and

forecast curves in cash flow templates.
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File Storage in Database
In Unifier 16.1, the Configurator's Repository tab is enhanced to store files in the database.







File Repository field has an additional option, Database. Additional fields related to the database connection
are provided when this option is selected.
A Test Connection button is provided to test the database connection.
Two additional options for specifying file size limit and blocked file extensions. (Note: System blocks .exe
files by default. Blocked file extensions therefore include .exe plus extensions typed in the field).
The content in the Description section dynamically changes based on the option selected in File Repository.
For example, when CMIS is selected, the options are CMIS Login Name, CMIS Password, CMIS Repository
Name, CMIS Document Home and CMIS Web Service URL.

With SharePoint now combined with CMIS, existing SharePoint customers must make the necessary
changes to connection details in Unifier Configurator in order to upgrade to Unifier 16.1. SharePoint
2010 SP1 is no longer supported. Unifier 16.1 supports SharePoint 2013 SP1.

File Repository list has a new option, Database.
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File Storage in Database

CMIS-related fields are displayed when CMIS is selected in the File Repository list.
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File Storage in Database

Example of interface when WebCenter Content is selected in the File Repository field.
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Physical Deletion of Files from Content Repository

Physical Deletion of Files from Content Repository
In Unifier 16.1, when documents are purged from the Recycle Bin in Unifier's Document Manager at the company or
project levels, the corresponding documents and revisions in the Content Repository are also deleted. The
enhancement applies to all supported Content Repository types -- Network File System, UCM (Framework Folders),
Database, and CMIS compliant repositories.
In earlier Unifier versions, deleted documents remained in the Content Repository taking up space.
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